The Schroedinger equation for two electrons in the field of charged fixed center Z is solved in the Lagrange mesh method. It is found that the nuclear critical charge Z cr coincides with one recently calculated in Estienne et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 173001 (2014) within 11 decimal digits. The ground state energy for several Z close to critical are found with 12-13 decimals. It is shown that the ground state energy for H − is accurate in 14 decimals in comparison with the highly accurate result by Nakashima-Nakatsuji J. Chem. Phys.
The Lagrange-mesh method [1, 2] is a numerical procedure for solving the Schroedinger equation placing it into non-uniform lattice defined by zeroes of classical orthogonal polynomials using a basis of Lagrange functions and the associated Gauss quadratures. So far in all applications this method demonstrated very fast convergence: lattice size of a few dozens was sufficient to get 11-12 significant digits inside of double precision arithmetic with very modest computational efforts. For instance, it has been obtained 12 significant digits in the rotational-vibrational energies for the ground state for the three body system H + 2 [3] and some of their isotopomers: D [6] in full geometry (beyond BornOppenheimer approximation). In this approach at the center-of-mass coordinate system the wave function is presented as a sum of products of the Wigner matrix elements with coefficient functions depending only of the relative coordinates of the three particles. Finding these functions leads to a system of coupled differential equations which are placed on nonuniform lattice. Thus, the relative motion is described as a product of three one-dimensional Lagrange-Laguerre functions each one of them being an expansion containing N x , N y and N z terms, respectively (see [2, 3] for details). In order to adjust the basis to the size of the system, three extra scaling parameters are introduced h x , h y and h z . In such a procedure it is quite easy to consider the static limit when one (or two) of masses of three body system is infinite. It was demonstrated in [7] that for H + 2 in Born-Oppenheimer approximation the Lagrange mesh method provides 12 s.d. accuracy for ground state energy potential curve.
The goal of this short Note is to study two-electron system (Helium-like atom), (Z, e, e) assuming the charge Z is infinitely massive using the Lagrange-mesh method in the form presented in [3] .
Two electron system with infinitely-massive charge center Z is described by the Hamil-
A change of variables in (1), r → r/Z, leads to a new form of the Hamiltonian
where the new energyẼ(λ) = E(Z) Z 2 , while E(Z) is the ground state of (1). The Lagrangemesh method is applied to the Schroedinger equation for the Hamiltonian (2), The results are presented in Table I . First of all, it is worth noting that energy at Z = 1, also presented in [11] in the Lagrange-mesh approach, coincides up to 14 decimal digits with highly accurate result obtained in [12] in static limit as well for finite proton mass in [13] .
Recently, Estienne et al. [9] (EBMD) in high precision variational calculation with triple basis sets containing up to 2276 terms obtained the value for the critical charge 
which corresponds to threshold energy,
A comparison of the E th from [9] with the Lagrange-mesh calculation at Z EBM D cr shows coincidence 11 s.d. It implies the coincidence in the value of critical charge in 11 s.d. The result for Z = 0.95 obtained in [10] using Korobov functions the ground state energy was checked: it differs from the present calculation in 8th decimal digit. It indicates a slower convergence of the Korobov method at Z < 1 then naively expected (see a discussion in [10] , [9] ).
